LUMINARY 1E

If this bit fails off (1) Auto Throttle in descent will not be possible.

Provide logic which will cause the programs to regard this bit as set even though it has failed off (1). A bit which says mini ch 30/5 or assume Auto Throttle

This is now DONE in P63, 64.

4.0 SOFTWARE CONTROL BOARD ACTION

☐ Implement and provide detailed change evaluation ☐ Disapprove
☐ Provide detailed change evaluation ☐ Approve

5.0 MIT DETAILED PROGRAM CHANGE EVALUATION

☐ Start or continue ☐ Disapprove or stop implementation
☐ Implementing ☐ Review

☐ Software control board sign off

☐ Software control board sign off

☐ Software control board sign off

☐ Software control board sign off

☐ Software control board sign off

☐ Software control board sign off

☐ Software control board sign off